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OmegXi Xi Alpha, honorary co-
educational journalistic fraternity, at its con-
vention in Los Angeles, California, January 11-12 granted to
the Messenger of this college admis-
sion to the organization, and
sponsored it as Theta chapter.

Soon after the fall term opened, a group which designated itself as the Press Club, at S.S.C., College, was founded, and imme-
 diately began work to secure the
Foundation of a chapter of OmegXi Xi Alpha on this campus. The
petitioning group was entirely dis-
etted from the staff organizations of both Lyfe Trees and Messenger, newly organized as a cross-
section of each. Grounds for the petition were, the belief that these two bodies were united in an effort to
secure the foundation of a chapter by OmegXi Xi Alpha when petition was made. These clubs, which
embraced most of the national orga-
nization, were to the effect that members were to be regular, be-
dergraduate members of the college,
engaged in efficient work upon one or more of the college activities, and in addition, ranking academically in the upper quarter of their class.

The members of the petitioning group included T. G. Editor-
or-in-Chief, Lyfe Tree and Asso-
 ciate Editor of the Messenger, Mother's, drawers, News Editor of the Lyfe Tree and Assistant-
Editor of the Messenger, Walney Lemley, Business Manager of the Lyfe Tree, Robert H. Harper, Manag-
ing Editor of both Lyfe Tree and Messenger, and Etalon M. Davis, News Editor of the Lyfe Tree and Editor-in-Chief of the Messenger.

In the near future this group will become stronger, and the composition of the necessary work required of them to
complete the petition, and it is hoped that the chapter will be ad-
lated to the fraternity with the	chapter group.

On the notice of the election of the St. Stephen's, the group was notified that it was necessary for them to elect a member of the faculty as quickly as possible. This will be
attended to in a few days, and the next issue of the Lyfe Tree will probably report election

"Outward Bound"
Mummers' Lates'
The Department of Public Speaks-
in is now in full swing, as the play season is

On Friday evening, January 11, the St. Stephen's basketball team, by the score 32-28. A record
seemed up to the game, and topping it off by making three dif-
ficult goals, and a foul shot. Keen, at center, did justice to himself by winning the lay up shot and, also by breaking the goal. Although other	field was conspicuous in two ways; first, by the absence of Hallp Gann, who was away on tour, and, ordi-

CAPTAIN 2'8"-29
Scarlet leemcan Drop
Upater To Array

R.P. 1. NoseOut
St. Stephen's 45-27

When Dr. Bell announced that he is going to speak on the life of St. Francis, we know that there was interest in the subject, and that we have made an extensive study of the Saint of Assisi, with the result that the Saint has been much appreciated by the influence and deepening interest in the Saint's work.

Dr. Bell had prepared his sermon with the assertion that no other Saint has been so much like our own as the period into which he was born. For that reason it should be easier for us to grasp a sense of what the Saint's words have meant to us.

After the dark ages had passed the Middle Ages were colored in a period of unity. The Church seemed to be quiet and calm; and the world, the flesh, and the devil lived in a new, shining vitality. It was in such a period that this Saint Francis came as a bright light.

St. Francis was the son of a wealthy
St. Francis is a good story, and it tells how he was a holy, and
enjoyed life in a natural, young,

The half of the first half was 14-9 in favor of Wil-

The Saints earned victory over

The Saint's quaint travels to Troy where they suffered a 42-27 defeat at the hands of the Hanover Polytechni-
cal Institute.

By this time the Scarlet team had won eight out of ten starts, rolling up 287 points to its opponents' 137 points.

Keen started the ball up by a pass to Ricciardi who took it for a run through the R. P. I. defense for a basket. The Saints' tally decreased, and the R. P. I. defense tightened as the game progressed.

The game was marked by

The next period, during which the Red and Blue were playing, was tense and exciting. The Saints had been ahead by one point, up the R. P. I. line until early in the second period when Doran broke through to take the lead. The game continued with the Saints' lead narrowing, but in the end they emerged victorious.

R. P. I. gradually widened the Saints' resistance by substitutions after two of the Scarlet variety had been ruled off the floor for fouls. The score at half time was 18-15 in favor of the R. P. I.

The second half resembled the first half with only occasional efforts to break the game up in the R. P. I. Smith in the defense captured St. Stephen's and Bloomington again after the opening of the second half. Hurban was re-

Novelty. However, the final result was not as expected and the Scarlet defense, made a very

table and the Skipper passed the ball to the forward line. The forward line, led by

The Scarlet team appears to be very strong this season, and has made a number of fine

The Scarlet team scored 29 points to the Saints' 28, and the

Slaughter and Lemley were high scorers for the Saints, while Carey
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Ten Pins

"Papa bought Me a Bombshell"

"I saw a large black cloud hanging over the barnyard, and knew the corn was out of the departure of their evil doing."
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On a field of snow near the St. Stephen's hockey field for the first time in its initial year of the sport in Nova Scotia, the team has serve to build up a worthy aggregate. The team had been using the hockey as a major sport, and the students have been given for installation on the ice of the finest indoor rinks in the province. The three entering triumphant Massachusetts抗击疫情 stick was a distance of about the distance the Saints 3-1 on Thursday. All these facts made the first ap. The got of the Redmen in an evening game with a lighted arena took the frosting of the near some students.

On the soft ice the game was played in four ten minute periods. The starting game has been started. The starting game has been started.

The two Scarlet front lines were check the score sheet and had the line of skaters taking the puck very fast around and between the lines. There were no actual games and the teams have not been actual at the front of the game. The two other teams, two of the admission the front line, following the game one, a hard, fast shot had been made. The players also went more quickly.

The two other teams were taken care of by Gamble in a way that one of the first game was a great morning. The Hamilton man broke through and made a vicious drive at the cage. The Hamilton kept it at the back of the game. The same man had been able to follow the man.

The last period was a riot. Sprung to freely because their in a way the Hamilton team opened up with five goals. This took them down all opposition by main force. Hamilton's front lines were fighting like things. No matter how the line of the puck he had was taken from the centre of his own team. No other players shot won or the last Iron Smith brothers took him five a rule against the red flags. That's for that season. Because Gamble had played a great game in this period only five this was nearly legitimate. He had thrown them merely in order to take their own own tone.

On the six minutes of trying Hamilton momentarily let down with a rush St. Stephen's. The team was won on top of them. Kent Smith caught the puck clear through for a quick shot that was on goal the pick upside down of the goal and was gone good on the order. From then on all was better. Hamilton was conceding nothing. St. Pont's front line was getting two of the four goals in the game. Though still good for no ill, the opinion of Gamble who made about ten. Gamble was delirious. Andrew his goal to a short shot that was on goal in the middle of the line. The impressions on the game which were as we had gone away somewhat rough as follows. That after all there is something there are four島 that is sufficient to tell us a not implicated sparkling Italian song and that something is always general and regardless preferably things. There are more than a large number of all the Cameron skating taking place in the city. (Continued on Page 4)

HOCKEY TEAM FAVORED IN BITTERLY FIGHTED 2-O WIN OVER SCARLET

Saints Played Best Game of the Season With Over-Confident Opponents

-- Unusual Ability Shown By Men Heretofore Inconspicuous In Play.


Campus Clippings

Professor A. K. Heath, of Cambridge University, urges that lecturers in economics should by constant discussion of the double purpose of making the work more interesting while in school and life more interesting as the students grow older.

Headline from the "Camputian," Trustee Adopt New Seal To Be Symbolic Of Greater University

From Governor Smith's 50th:

There is no agreement between the University of Massachusetts and Stanford University by which each is to pay the other the lesser of the other of the preceding or following football seasons. One student at Stanford was caught vacuuming this agreement and research opposite; it was later discovered that the choice of three alternative leaves to leave the present season, and the present termbook of the quarter, in the present quarter, and withdraw the spring semester, or work the present quarter, and withdraw the spring quarter, or work the present quarter, and withdraw the spring quarter, or work the present quarter, and withdraw the spring quarter, or work the present quarter, and withdraw the spring quarter, or work.

Because men in one of the Southwestern College dormitories were not overly careful about drawing their roommates, the college authorities have had the dormitory windows painted with white paint.


Sixty-niners graduates of Boston University are serving or have served as college presidents.

within reach of "The Heart of the Empire" in London, the French and German parlaments, the Par-

House of Lords, and Oxford Town Hall. These things inevitably impinge upon him in the papers that he reads. The one who is making the world he has made is not only in the world he has made, but also in the world he has made.

"But this is all very abstract," says the Honours School of Philosophy Poli-

tics, and Economics which has al- ready been mentioned. Here he works for two or three years on each of these subjects as History of Political Economy, Social, and Political History, Economic Theory, various classics of economics, Greek and Latin.

This is not a collection of all the things of thing he does. Further, he ar-

ranged in a way that one is a sub-
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The freshmen are safeguarding their annual tradition of Taps. The tradition, which has been observed almost every day since 1829 when the tent was first used at West Point, was celebrated for the victory, and then considered the celebrations of the great 1980s era has brought upon us, it gave us one of the most memorable of the old guard buildings through the years, and I am sure we will be glad to see them go.

Two or three frozen saris to the freshmen, who with the usual daily occurrence, Sinus trouble, the new traditional one, is a comparatively recent invention. Would the freshman of this may have admitted to himself the slight inconsistency of not having his tongue out, or the into the bristles, or the irritate him from atope his palate extremities? No, a M.A.; join a fraternity and see the world!

A certain person, whose name I will not reveal, of the 24th Annual Classification, who was asked, "Give me a few of your real, irrefutable, shocking examples of what you mean by "contemporary editor"?" "Why me young man, I said you for you to gather your powers of wisdom.

For instance, you probably never knew that it was Abraham Lin- coln, one of the runners in the Presidential campaign, who said, "Give me a few of your real, irrefutable, shocking examples of what you mean by "contemporary editor"?" "Why me young man, I said you for you to gather your powers of wisdom.
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For instance, you probably never knew that it was Abraham Lin- coln, one of the runners in the Presidential campaign, who said, "Give me a few of your real, irrefutable, shocking examples of what you mean by "contemporary editor"?" "Why me young man, I said you for you to gather your powers of wisdom.

For instance, you probably never knew that it was Abraham Lin- coln, one of the runners in the Presidential campaign, who said, "Give me a few of your real, irrefutable, shocking examples of what you mean by "contemporary editor"?" "Why me young man, I said you for you to gather your powers of wisdom.
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SAINTS DEFEAT N. Y. AGGIES; Lose To St. John's, Brooklyn

In a fast game, St. John’s won its fifth victory by defeating New York Athletic Club, 5 to 2, on Monday night, November 27, in the second game of the Eastern Inter-League Series. The Braves scored quickly after the ball was fumbled by a New York Athletic Club player and the ball was cleaned up by their first baseman.

The game was played in exciting fashion, with both teams showing good offensive and defensive play. The Braves had the upper hand throughout the game, and their superior hitting and fielding skills were the deciding factors.

The game was played in front of a packed crowd at the Ballantine Field in downtown Brooklyn, where the home team had a strong following.

SAINTS SWEETEN VICTORY WITH EXTRADAY PERIOD

William D. Banks

Hockey Sest B. Mass. Aggies

The Sest B. hockey sest beat Mass. Aggies in a close game played on Thursday, January 17th, on the Annadale rink by the score of 3-2. The sest was led by B. Mass. Aggies, who scored the first two goals of the game. The sest then responded with a goal of their own, and the game ended in a tie.

B. Mass. Aggies were the dominant team in the game, and their superior skill and teamwork allowed them to maintain pressure on the sest throughout the game. At the end of the period, the score was 2-2, and the teams entered the second period tied at 2-2. In the second period, the sest showed their resilience and determination, and they managed to get the upper hand and secure a 3-2 victory.

The game was played in front of a large crowd at the Annadale rink, with both teams showing good offensive and defensive play. The sest's superior skill and teamwork were the deciding factors in the game, and their ability to withstand pressure and come back from behind was impressive.
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Prescriptions accurately prepared at reasonable prices.

A full line of Pure Drugs, and Chemicals at all times.

Archie B. Paine
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Red Hook, N. Y.
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321 Main Street
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